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A B S T R A C T
In November of 1989, UNOCAL Science and Technology acquired a m ulticom po­
nent seismic test spread in the South Casper Creek Field, N atrona County, W yoming. 
These d a ta  were donated to the Reservoir Characterization P ro ject (R C P) at the Col­
orado School of Mines (CSM) for analysis.
Three-com ponent receivers were com bined with orthogonally oriented horizontal 
vibrators and shot hole dynam ite sources. A common source position was utilized in 
addition to  a sta tic  spread which consisted of eight receiver lines th a t rad iated  away 
from the source. Each line was com prised of ten 3-com ponent geophones spaced at 
100 ft intervals w ith near and far offsets of 1600 ft and 2500 ft respectively.
Rayleigh waves are not present on the vibroseis da ta  at the  offsets studied since 
the low end frequency of the  vibroseis sweep is higher than  the  frequencies a t which the 
Rayleigh waves propagate. For the 3-D  survey, the s ta rt frequency for the horizontal 
vibrators was 8 Hz while the P-W ave vibrators s tarted  at 16 Hz. The Rayleigh 
waves are dispersive and involve as m any as four distinct phase-velocities th a t are 
isolated w ithin a 4—8 Hz bandw idth. Phase—velocities of 3900 f t/s  to  2200 f t/s  lead to 
Rayleigh wave wavelengths of 975 ft to  275 ft. On the dynam ite records the Rayleigh 
waves have dom inating am plitudes, w ith respect to reflection events, th a t decrease 
with offset. Rayleigh wave dispersion curve modeling suggests th a t the  weathering 
thickness in the test area is approxim ately 100 ft.
Dispersive Love wave energy dom inates a zone which ranges from  250 ms at
near offsets to 400 ms at far offsets on the  crossline-crossline records. The crossline
geophone components contain higher am plitude Love waves th an  the inline geophone
com ponents. The Love wave energy is broadband and modeling shows th a t this noise
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type will dom inate the  shallower reflection and refraction events. The a ttenuation  
of SV-reflection signal due to horizontal fracturing (Vieytes, 1991) is m ore apparent 
th an  the  reduction of the signal to noise ra tio  due to  Love wave contam ination. 
Consequently, deeper reflection events, such as those from the  top of the Tensleep 
form ation, are m ore coherent and continuous on the  crossline-crossline records than  
on the inline—inline records.
Tw o- and four-com ponent ro ta tions based on the  Sundance form ation reflection 
event indicate th a t, for offsets >  1600 ft, the  partic le m otion polarization angle has 
a direct relationship to  the  source-receiver azim uth. B oth the  tw o- and four-trace  
ro ta tion  results indicate th a t the  partic le  m otion polarization direction is between 
28° and 55° when viewed counterclockwise from receiver to  source for each line. On 
three of the  receiver lines it was possible to  identify the  Tensleep reflection event. The 
four—trace ro ta tion  results using the  Tensleep suggest a north—south trend  for lines 4 
through 8 and a  northeast-southw est trend  for lines 1 through 3. These results agree 
w ith C ram pin’s (1985) modeling results for an orthorhom bic m edium . Two fracture 
directions m ay also explain the  varying polarization directions th a t were observed 
using the Tensleep ro ta tion  results.
iv
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C hapter 1 
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 Introduction  and objectives
A m ulticom ponent 3-D  shear wave reflection survey was recorded by the  Col­
orado School of Mines (CSM) over the South Casper Creek Field in O ctober of 1989. 
W hile the processing of the compressional wave (P-w ave) d a ta  was successful, the 
processing of the pure shear wave (S-wave) d a ta  has been less successful. Few reflec­
tion events have been imaged w ith the  shear wave data. This thesis addresses some 
of the  noise problems th a t are of concern in the 3-D survey.
South Casper Creek Field is located on the Casper Arch in N atrona County ap­
proxim ately 24 miles west of Casper, W yom ing (Figure 1.1). The field was discovered 
in 1918 when gas was found in the Jurassic Sundance Sandstone. In 1922, oil was 
discovered in the  underlying Pennsylvanian Tensleep Sandstone. Figure 1.2 is a sim ­
plified stratigraphic chart of the  subsurface form ations. The South Casper Creek 
Field is a s tructural trap  known in petro leum  circles as a sheepherder anticline (Davis, 
1992). The limbs of the  fold s tructure  have dips up to 24 degrees bu t approxim ate 10 
degrees across the  crest of the fold where the  survey was concentrated. Locally, the 
Tensleep is an eolian dune and sheet sand, folded, faulted and fractured through sev­
eral episodes of tectonic activ ity  (Vealey, 1991). Porosities of the producing Tensleep 
interval vary between 10-24% averaging 20% while perm eabilities range from 370- 
3580 m d (Stevenson and Mullen, 1991). The producing Tensleep interval is at a depth  


































F ig . 1.2. S tratigraphic chart for 10-6-3 well, South Casper Creek, N atrona County, 
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22% (or 11.9 M M BO /48.65 M MBO) of the  original estim ated  reserves have been pro­
duced (Stevenson and M ullen, 1991). The prim ary cause of this low ra te  of recovery 
is reservoir heterogeneity and heavy oil (13.7° A PI).
In November of 1989, after the acquisition of CSM ’s 3-D , 3-C  survey, UNOCAL 
Science and Technology conducted a series of m ulticom ponent seismic tests in the 
South Casper Creek Field. Shear wave statics (test 1), ground roll and shear wave 
polarization (test 2) and a 3-com ponent geophone com parison (test 3) were the  three 
tests. These tests were located m ostly w ithin the boundaries of CSM ’s 3-D , 3—C 
seismic survey (Figure 1.3). Test 1 was in terpreted  by Jack Cam eron of Unocal and 
provides some insight into the fast and slow shear wave velocities (Cam eron, 1991). In 
particu lar, using the  difference in arrival tim es of the  refracted SH - and SV-waves, a 
150 ms delay th a t represents an anisotropy of 29% was observed. Cam eron concludes 
th a t shear wave statics are large, change rapidly laterally, and m ay be unrelated  to 
compressional wave statics. Furtherm ore, he suggests th a t near-surface scatterers, 
th a t m ay not be recognized w ith conventional group spacing (greater than  8 ft.), 
produce surface waves th a t degrade shear wave refraction events thus reducing their 
value for sta tic  determ ination.
The d a ta  from test 2 were donated to  the Colorarado School of Mines to  be 
incorporated into the Reservoir C haracterization P ro jects (R C P) research on South 
Casper Creek. The objectives of th is test were to observe and characterize noise 
and to  determ ine the  shear wave polarization direction using reflected shear waves 
propagating in a fan of azim uths.
The term  “ground roll” is used when discussing the  collection of surface waves 
th a t are generated by a seismic source. These waves are generally observed at low 







T EN SLEE P  STRU C TU RAL
CO N TO U RS
(D ATU M  =  SEA LEVEL)
FlG. 1.3. S tructural contour m ap of th e  Tensleep Form ation, South Casper Creek 
Field indicating the  VSP location, the  outline of the 3-D , 3-C  surface seismic study 
area and the location of the source point and receiver lines of test 2. The dark black 
lines represent the receiver locations and the  * represents the common source position 
(Modified from Benson e t a l., 1992).
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the  P -S V  type are known as Rayleigh waves, wheras surface waves of the SH type are 
known as Love waves. In the  discussion of Rayleigh waves, I will refer prim arily  to the 
vertical and inline (radial) com ponents of ground roll and likewise in the  discussion 
of Love waves I am  refering to  the crossline (transverse) com ponents of ground roll.
1.2 A cquisition  and prelim inary processing
The d a ta  were recorded using U N O CA L’s 240 trace M DS-10 recording system  
in SEG -B  form at w ith a 2 ms sam ple interval. For m ost of the test, a single shear 
wave vibrator was the  source. A linear 12 second sweep of 8-80 Hz and a 3 second 
listen tim e were used. Eight sweeps were vertically stacked at each source location. 
The only field filter applied was an an ti-a lias of 175 Hz. Three dynam ite records were 
also acquired from 1 and 2 pound charges at a depth  of 100 ft and a 3 pound charge 
a t a depth  of 90 ft. The surface coordinates of the source were the  same for both  the 
vibroseis and the  dynam ite records (F igure 1.3). The eight individual lines radiated  
away from the source and were each separated by an angle of 22.5 degrees. Each line 
(Figure 1.4) consisted of 10, 3-com ponent geophones spaced a t 100 ft intervals. The 
shear wave vibrators were successively oriented transverse and radial to  each of the 
receiver lines. In this fashion, 16 vibroseis records were acquired in addition to the 3 
dynam ite records.
Prelim inary d a ta  processing, including dem ultiplexing and vibroseis correlation, 
was com pleted by Chuck Czarnecki a t Golden Geophysical. Further processing was 
com pleted using Advance GeophysicaPs ProM A X 1 software package on CSM ’s RISC 
System /6000 (RS6000) com puter network. Field geom etries were applied and trace 
sorts perform ed. The only additional processing applied to the  d a ta  was frequency









F ig . 1.4. Line geom etry for test spread. The * represents the dynam ite source 
location. The near offset is 1600 ft and  the  far offset is 2500 ft. The 3-component 
geophone interval was 100 ft.
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filtering. The tw o- and four-com ponent ro ta tion  program s were w ritten  and incor­
porated  into the  ProM A X software by Ted Shuck.
1.3 G eology of th e  near surface
The subw eathering and weathering layer play a crucial role in the  discussion 
of ground roll and shear wave polarization directions. It is im portan t to  realize 
th a t the  shallowest layer th a t exhibits vertical S-wave birefringence will determ ine 
the polarization direction observed at the  surface. D ocum ented work on the surface 
geology a t South Casper Creek is scarce. The surface is covered w ith sage-type brush 
and the soil is predom inantly  sandy. UNOCAL conducted a surface m apping survey 
to  determ ine fracture distributions in Cretaceous sandstone exposures at the  South 
Casper Creek field. Figure 1.5 illustrates the com plexity of fracture orientations th a t 
were observed a t the  surface. From this work it is apparent th a t no one surface 
fracture direction is predom inant throughout the field.
The subw eathering layer is loosely called the  Frontier sandstone. This unit is in 
fact a series of sand and shale layers th a t have unique seismic properties (Gilm ore, 
1991). The Frontier unit is believed to  be horizontally fractured due to  unloading. 
Cam eron (1991) observed strong transverse isotropy th a t supports the  notion of hor­
izontal fracturing in the  sub-w eathering. Vieytes (1991) found th a t SV-waves were 
m ore seriously a ttenuated  because of horizontal fracturing th an  were the  SH-waves.
For a detailed discussion of the  geology in this field refer to  Faqira (1991), A khtar 




FlG. 1.5. F racture distributions in Cretaceous sandstone exposures a t South Casper
Creek field (after Hickman, 1989).
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C hapter 2 
R A Y L E IG H  W AVES
2.1 T heory
Rayleigh waves are seismic waves th a t propagate along the free surface and con­
sist of a m ix ture  of compressional and shear energy (W aters, 1978). Depending on 
the  com plexity of the  subsurface, they m ay be either nondispersive or dispersive. If 
the  thickness of the  w eathering layer is large com pared to  the  longest wavelength of 
the  Rayleigh wave, then  the  earth  is perceived as a homogeneous half-space and all 
wavelengths propagate a t the  same velocity (nondispersive). However, if the  near 
surface is layered or intrinsically anisotropic then  dispersive Rayleigh waves can oc­
cur. The Rayleigh waves observed at South Casper Creek are dispersive and do not 
propagate at high enough frequencies to  be present on the  vibroseis records.
2.1.1 N on disp ersive R ayleigh waves
W hile realizing th a t th e  subsurface at South Casper Creek is inhomogeneous and 
anisotropic, the  homogeneous isotropic case is a good starting  point towards under­
standing the differences between dispersive and nondispersive Rayleigh waves. In a 
homogeneous isotropic elastic half space, the  partical m otion of a Rayleigh wave near 
the  surface is elliptical and retrograde in the  vertical plane containing the direction 
of propagation (Figure 2.1a). Hence, th e  shear wave m otion is polarized in a vertical 
plane through the  direction of wave propagation. Nondispersive Rayleigh waves have 
a frequency independent velocity (Figure 2.2) which is slightly less th an  the shear
T-4188 11
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FlG. 2.1. Particle tra jectories from (a) theoretical Rayleigh wave illustrating  re tro ­
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FlG. 2.2. Curves illustrating the  dependence of Rayleigh wave phase and group 
velocities on frequency for propagation in a half space (left) and in a layered m edium  
(right) (modified from Al-Husseini et a l., 1981).
velocity for the  body waves in the  m edium . The Rayleigh wave velocity Vr  is related 
to  the compressional and shear wave velocities, Vp  and Vs, respectively, and is a 
function of Poisson’s ratio  <r,
a - * ( » ) ■1
a  ~  2
(2.1)
V 1 -  (» )'
The relationship between Vr /V p , V s / V p ,  Vr /V s  and a  are shown in Figure 2.3. For a 
Poisson solid, where a  =  0.25, the  relationship between these three seismic velocities 
is (W aters, 1978),
Vs =  VP/V 3  =  0.5&Vp (2 .2 )
and
VR =  0.92 Vs =  0.53 VP. (2.3)
The am plitude of a Rayleigh wave decreases w ith depth, and the elastic properties to a








0.8 1.00 02 0.60.4
Velocity Ratio
FlG. 2.3. The dependance of Rayleigh wave velocity Vr  on Poisson’s ratio  (<r). a  is 
the  P-wave velocity and j3 is the  S-wave velocity (modified from Sheriff, 1991).
vertical m otion at the surface is about 1.5 tim es the  horizontal m otion but vanishes 
at a depth  of 0.192 wavelengths and reverses sign below this. The m otion beyond 
this point m ay be described as prograde elliptical (W aters, 1978). The variation of 
horizontal and vertical displacem ents w ith  depth  for <7=0.25 is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.1.2 D ispersive R ayleigh waves
Figure 2.1b illustrates the  m ore realistic particle m otion, as would be observed 
at South Casper Creek, of a Rayleigh wave on a layered m edium . Layered near 
surface conditions will lead to  discrete wavelength variations th a t are associated w ith 
different Rayleigh wave phase velocities. The observed phase and group velocities 
depend upon frequency (Figure 2.2(right)). The group velocity U is the  speed w ith 
which the energy in a w avetrain travels (Sheriff, 1991). The phase velocity V is the 
velocity at which a fixed phase of a frequency com ponent of a wave packet propagates
T-4188 14
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FlG. 2.4. The horizontal (U) and the  vertical (W ) displacem ents for Rayleigh waves 
in a homogeneous half-space. U vanishes at a depth  h. The p a th  of the  particles 
is elliptical retrograde for z  <  h  and elliptical prograde for z  >  h  (modified from 
Ben-M enahem  and Singh, 1981).
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and it determ ines the apparent wavelength,
A =  V / f .  (2.4)
The relationship between phase and group velocity (Sheriff) is,
V  =  U i  -  ( ^ X - )KV A  d f  >
(2.5)
Since the elastic constants change w ith depth  in a layered earth , long wave­
lengths depend on the  elastic properties at greater depths than  short wavelengths and 
hence different wavelengths travel a t different velocities. The relationship between 
phase velocity, frequency and wavenum ber is referred to  as the dispersion pattern . 
For Rayleigh waves in a dispersive m edium , the velocity varies inversely w ith fre­
quency. Furtherm ore, the  group velocity will always be less than  the  phase velocity 
(Figure 2.2). The P-w ave velocities do not play a critical role in Rayleigh wave dis­
persion pa tterns (A l-H usseini et  a l ,  1981). The speed of a wavelength com ponent of 
the  Rayleigh wave depends upon the S-wave velocities from the surface to  a depth  
which approxim ately equals the  wavelength under consideration.
In a dispersive m edium , the higher modes of Rayleigh waves are generated from 
constructive interference between shear waves trapped  between the  interfaces of the 
shallow layers. This is in contrast to the  fundam ental Rayleigh mode, which results 
from  the diffraction of the  spherical wavefronts of the  body waves a t the interface 
between the  earth  and the  atm osphere (A l-H usseini et  al ., 1981). In the case where 
the  shear wave velocity increases m onotonically w ith depth , all th e  Rayleigh modes 
will have phase velocities which exceed the  velocity of the  shallowest layer and will 
be bounded by the shear wave velocity of the  deepest layer (A l-H usseini et  a/., 1981).
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2.2 C haracterization  of R ayleigh waves in South C asper C reek F ield , 
N atrona County, W yom ing
Rayleigh waves are of im portance in exploration seismology since they can have 
the  highest am plitude of any wave type. It is therefore beneficial to  be able to  
determ ine their frequency and w avenum ber bandw idths before conducting a reflection 
survey. Frequency filtering has proven to  be the  m ost effective m ethod for the removal 
of Rayleigh waves observed on the test d a ta  from South Casper Creek. Rayleigh wave 
characterization can be crucial since Rayleigh waves have velocities th a t are sim ilar 
to  shear wave velocities (Figure 2.3).
2.2.1 R ayleigh waves observed  at South  C asper C reek
Rayleigh waves were identified and characterized in South Casper Creek using dy­
nam ite  sources and only the  vertical-com ponent geophones. I t has been shown ( e.g. 
Al—Husseini et  al., 1981) th a t the dispersion properties of the  Rayleigh wave excited 
by different seismic sources are identical. This is because the relationships between 
velocity, frequency and wavenum ber depend upon the  properties of the m edium  which 
transm its  these waves and not on the  n a tu re  of the  source which excites them . The 
dynam ite records were used to  study th e  characteristics of Rayleigh waves in South 
Casper Creek for two reasons. The p rim ary  reason is th a t the dynam ite records con­
ta in  frequencies below 8 Hz. As discussed previously, the horizontal vibroseis sweep 
was from 8-80 Hz over 12 seconds w ith  a half second taper. Therefore, m axim um  
ou tp u t for the  vibrators was achieved a t 11Hz. A comparison of representative am ­
plitude spectra  of the vibroseis d a ta  and the  dynam ite d a ta  confirms this (Figures 2.5 
and 2.6). The second reason is th a t the  dynam ite provides a b e tte r P-w ave source 





























































































































































Rayleigh waves are m ore coherent on the  vertical com ponents th an  on the  horizontal 
ones. All three com ponents (Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9) show evidence of Rayleigh 
waves. Figure 2.10 is a display of the  vertical com ponents from a horizontal vibroseis 
source th a t was transverse to  line 5. W hile no Rayleigh wave energy is observed, it 
is apparent th a t compressional waves were generated as well as shear waves. This is 
because of the  geom etry of the base p la te  pyram ids (Cam eron and G raham , 1988).
A spectral peak is observed around 6 Hz on the  dynam ite am plitude spectrum  
(Figure 2.5). Frequency filtering, using a bandpass filter w ith corner points a t 0 -3 - 
8-11 Hz, of the raw d a ta  reveals a series of events th a t are in terpreted  as dispersive 
Rayleigh waves (Figure 2.7). The phase velocity of these events ranges from  2200 
f t /s  to  3900 f t /s  and is confined to a narrow  frequency band of approxim ately 5-8 
Hz centered around the  spectral peak. W hile realizing th a t we com m only use point 
sources and receivers for 3-D  m ulticom ponent acquisition, it is still im portan t to  
m ention th a t an ideal source—receiver array  com bination should a tten u a te  a range of 
wavelengths given by,
K n a i  ^  \  ^  K n i n  r  \
- J —  7------> ( 2 -6 )
Jmin Jmax
where
Vmax =  the  m axim um  velocity a t which the Rayleigh waves propagate,
Vmin — the  m inim um  velocity a t which the Rayleigh waves propagate, 
fm ax — the m axim um  frequency a t which the Rayleigh waves propagate and 
fm in  =  the  m inim um  frequency a t which the Rayleigh waves propagate.
In South Casper Creek, the  Rayleigh wave wavelengths range from  approxim ately 275 








































































































































































































































Figure 2.11 shows 4 narrow -band filter panels centered on 4.5, 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 Hz. 
For exam ple, the  4.5 case has been bandpass filtered using a filter th a t has corner 
points a t 3 -4 -5 -6  Hz. As expected, the  phase velocity decreases as the frequency 
increases. The num ber of discrete phase velocities differs between lines suggesting 
a lateral variation in the  layering of the  near surface. It is possible to identify four 
discrete phase velocities in the d a ta  from  line 5. Bandpass filtering, w ith corner 
points at 8-11-55-65 Hz, removes the  unw anted Rayleigh wave energy (Figure 2.12). 
A pair of weak reflection events is now m ore obvious at around 600 ms on all lines 
(Figure 2.12) and especially on line 5. These events correspond to  the  Tensleep 
Form ation.
Figure 2.13 shows the  unfiltered record. Since the  near-offset on the  test d a ta  
is 1600 ft, the  Rayleigh waves do not contam inate events prior to  about 500 ms. 
However, a typical survey, such as CSM ’ 3-D , 3-C  survey, would have offsets as small 
as 100 ft and th e  shallower d a ta  at these offsets would be inundated  w ith the  Rayleigh 
wave energy. For the  3-D  survey, low end frequencies of 8 Hz and 16 Hz were used for 
the  shear and compressional v ibrators respectively, and therefore records from neither 
of these sources should contain noticeable am ounts of Rayleigh wave energy.
2.2 .2  D isp ersion—curve m odelin g
As sta ted  above, for dispersive waves th e  velocity is inversely proportional to 
the  frequency (Sheriff, 1990), th a t is, the  higher the velocity the lower the fre­
quency. Using these concepts, approxim ate weathering depths m ay be estim ated  
using dispersion-curve modeling. To generate the dispersion curves (Figure 2.14), a 
dispersion-curve m odeling program  was used (Lane, 1992). This program  was ini­
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FlG. 2.14. Theoretical dispersion curves for a two layered half space. The param eters 
used in this m odel were: V sw — 1300f t / s ,  V ssw — 4500f t / s ,  V pw =  3 0 0 0 /t/s , V psw — 
9000f t / s , p w =  1.5g /c m ?  and p sw =  2.3g / c m z . The circles are d a ta  points taken 
from the test survey. Two w eathering depths were used in the program ; the  lower set 
of curves are for a w eathering dep th  of 100 ft and the upper set of curves are for a 
w eathering depth  of 50 ft. Each set of curves is comprised of one dashed line and one 
solid line corresponding to  the phase velocity and the group velocity respectively.
param eters input for the  m odel were: V sw =  1 3 0 0 /t/s , V s aw =  4 5 0 0 /t/s , V pw =  
3000f t / s , V p sw =  9000f t / s , p w =  1 . b g / c m 3 and p sw =  2.3g / c m 3. The subscripts 
are defined as follows: 5 '=shear, P=com pressional, p=density, w = weathering, and 
5u;=subw eathering (e.g. V psw refers to  the  P-w ave velocity of the  subw eathering 
layer). From Figure 2.14, it is apparen t th a t the w eathering thickness in the South 
Casper Creek Field is closer to  100 ft th an  50 ft. T ha t is, the  four discrete phase 




generated using a weathering thickness of 100 ft.
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C hapter 3 
LO VE W AVES
Historically, exploration seismology has not dealt w ith Love waves. Conventional 
energy sources, such as P -w ave v ibrators and dynam ite, do not generate Love waves 
to  a significant degree and the vertical receivers used to  record partic le m otion would 
not detect any Love waves which m ight exist (Telford e t a l , 1984). However, as m ul­
ticom ponent exploration becomes m ore commonplace, the  use of horizontal sources 
and receivers will lead to  detectable Love waves. Loves waves can be used to  esti­
m ate  s ta tic  corrections (M ari, 1984) m aking them  a valuable part of the  com posite 
seismogram. However, it is still necessary to  a ttenuate  the Love wave signal in order 
to  im prove the reflection signal. In order to  a tten u ate  the  Love waves, they  m ust first 
be identified and characterized.
3.1 T heory
A Love wave is a surface seismic wave th a t is characterized by horizontal m otion 
perpendicular to  the  direction of propagation (Sheriff, 1991). No vertical m otion is 
involved. For Love waves to  exist, the low velocity weathering layer m ust be bounded 
by a free surface and a high velocity lower layer. Energy is largely prevented from 
escaping the  weathering layer because of repeated n ea r-to ta l reflection at the layer 
boundaries. Love waves m ay be thought of as channel waves since they propagate in 
a layer where the  energy is trapped . A channel m ay also be called a wave guide.
The sim plest case of Love wave propagation is th a t found in an elastic layer over 
a half-space of homogeneous m aterial as discussed by G rant and West (1965). Under
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this assum ption, the  boundary conditions require th a t the  transverse shearing stress 
vanishes a t the free surface and is continuous, together w ith the displacem ent, at the 
interface w ith the  subweathering layer (Aki and Richards, 1980). These boundary 
conditions together w ith the  SH—wave propagation equation lead to  the  following 
equation (A ppendix A),
ta ,n (A H  +  7i7r) =  B / p ,  (3.1)
where
A  =  2* F  ( v V 2/V ? -  l )  / V ,
and
b  = (vyvi)2 (v/i -  v»/v?) / ( / - i  + v ’/ v ? ) ,
w ith
H  =  thickness of the w eathering layer,
V\  =  SH-wave velocity in the  w eathering layer,
V2 =  SH-wave velocity in the  subw eathering layer, 
p  =  density ra tio  between the  w eathering and subw eathering layers,
V  — phase velocity associated w ith the frequency F ,
F  =  frequency and 
n  =  m ode num ber.
Equation 3.1 shows th a t the  phase velocity V  is a function of frequency F .  This 
dispersive characteristic is typical for guided waves in the w eathering layer. F u rther­
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more, if the shear wave velocity increases w ith depth, V  decreases w ith increasing F .  
For the lowest frequencies, equation 3.1 shows th a t V  approaches V2 , the  shear wave 
velocity in the subweathering. For the highest frequencies V  approaches V\ , the  shear 
velocity in the  w eathering layer (M ari, 1984).
3.2 M eth od  o f Love wave analysis
By dividing the  com posite seism ogram  into a series of narrow -band filter panels, 
it is possible to  determ ine some of th e  frequency phase velocity pairs th a t m ake up 
the  discrete points of the  phase velocity dispersion curve. For each discrete frequency 
panel the phase velocity is determ ined.
If a sufficient num ber of discrete points (frequency, phase-velocity  pairs) can 
be obtained, then  a reliable dispersion curve can be p lo tted . It is then  possible to  
determ ine the unknown quantities of equation 3.1 from the resu ltan t phase velocity 
dispersion curve. V\ and V 2 are first obtained from the lim it values of V ( F ) at the 
highest and lowest frequencies(Fmax and Fmin)- H  and p, if not already known, 
are then  com puted such th a t the difference between the observed values of V ( F )  
and predicted values from  equation 3.1 for a num ber of in term ediate  frequencies, 
is m inim ized in a least squares sense (M ari, 1984). The m ain objective here is in 
identifying and characterizing the  Love waves.
The phase velocity V ,  which is bounded by V\  and V2 , determ ines the apparent 
wavelength A =  V / F  and, as discussed in C hapter 2, has im m ediate relevance to  the  
design of source and receiver arrays. However, for these d a ta  arrays were not used.
ARTHUR LAKES LIBRARY 
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3.3 C haracterization o f Love waves in South C asper Creek F ield , N atrona  
County, W yom ing
3.3.1 Love wave m odeling
A Love wave modeling program  was used in order to  get a feel for the m agnitude 
and d istribution of Love waves th a t m ay be expected on field records from South 
Casper Creek. Modeling of the Love waves was done using a reflectivity-m odeling 
program  th a t was w ritten  by M rinal Sen at the University of Hawaii. For m ore 
inform ation on the reflectivity m ethod refer to  Muller (1985).
Figure 3.1 illustrates the  m agnitude of Love wave energy and compares two 
models w ith different weathering thicknesses over a half space. Figure 3.1a had a 
weathering thickness of 50 ft and Figure 3.1b had a weathering thickness of 100 ft. 
Traces 16 through 25 have the same offsets as the  test data. The param eters for 
bo th  models were: a x =  3000f t / s ,  a 2 =  9000f t / s ,  f i i  =  1300f t / s ,  f32 =  4 5 0 0 /t/s , 
pi  =  1.5g /c m ?  and p 2 =  2.3g / c m 3. Reference to the Love wave models is beneficial 
for predicting where one can expect the  Love wave energy to  occur in addition to 
inform ation with respect to  the  am plitudes th a t are associated w ith Love waves. 
There is m ore sim ilarity to  the  test d a ta  on th e  synthetic th a t was generated using 
a 100 ft w eathering thickness th an  on th e  synthetic th a t was generated using a 50 
ft thick w eathering layer. The Love wave energy has a m ore “ringy” appearance for 
the  50 ft case than  w ith a w eathering thickness of 100 ft. B oth  synthetics reveal 
the  dispersive nature  of the  Love waves. The deeper Love wave events have longer 
wavelengths and lower slopes. Reflection energy is not identifiable on these synthetics.
The duration of the Love waves ranges from about 250 ms at the  near offsets to 
about 400 ms at the  far offsets. Therefore, Love wave energy will contam inate deeper 



























Sundance form ation will be affected by the  Love waves. On the other hand, reflection 
events from the  top of the  Tensleep form ation will occur below the  Love waves and 
hence not be affected by them .
3.3 .2  Love waves observed at South  C asper Creek
To be consistent w ith previous RCP work, the crossline to  crossline configured 
records will be referred to  using the  abbreviation Y—Y and the  inline to  inline con­
figured records will be referred to  using the  abbreviation X -X . Figures 3.2 and 3.3 
are records from Y -Y  source-receiver com binations. The na tu re  of acquisition, as 
discussed in the introduction, allowed for duplicity in this test. For exam ple, Y -Y  
records for line 1 were acquired twice: once when the  horizontal v ibrator was oriented 
crossline to  line 1 and once when the v ibra to r was oriented inline to  line 5. Therefore, 
all lines have 2 fold coverage for the  Y -Y  case and sim ilarly 2 fold coverage for the X - 
X configuration. Exploiting this redundancy, the Y -Y  records were vertically stacked 
for the  Love wave identification and characterization (Figure 3.4). The polarization 
direction of the source was accounted for in the stack and a slight im provem ent of 
signal quality was observed.
The first arrivals on Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are the SH -refr act ions followed 
by the  high am plitude Love wave events. Beginning at around 600 ms, on m ost 
records, there is a subtle event th a t is in terpreted  to  be a S-wave reflection event 
from the top of the Sundance Form ation. Otherwise the  records are very noisy and 
signal from deeper in the  section is m ostly  unrecognizable. There is a suggestion 
of S—wave reflection energy on lines 4, 5 and 6 between about 1200—1300 ms th a t is 
in terpreted  to  be from the top of the Tensleep. A comparison of these records w ith the 
in terpreted  P-w ave records allows for m ore confidence on the  S-wave in terp reta tion
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(Figures 3.5 and 2.12). N arrow -band frequency filtering of the  stacked d a ta  was used 
for analysis of the Love waves (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). However, it was only possible 
to  pick two points using the  narrow -band  filter panels. This is prim arily  due to  the 
large geophone interval (100 ft), large near offset distance (1600 ft) and the  small 
num ber of traces per line (10). For th is area, ideal param eters for the  enhancem ent 
of Love waves would encorporate a geophone spacing of about 40 ft and a spread 
length greater than  2500 ft. Including the  refraction velocity, th ree d a ta  points were 
obtained th a t can be com pared w ith a theoretical dispersion curve th a t was modified 
from  Ewing et al (1957).
The velocity of the subw eathering can be determ ined very accurately from the 
SH -refractions (Figure 3.4) and averages about 4500 f t/s . This would be the upper 
bound for the Love wave velocity or V2  in equation 3.1. As m entioned in the  theory 
section, the phase velocity V2  approaches the velocity in the  subw eathering layer as 
the  frequency F  approaches zero. T h a t is, the  dispersion curve is asym ptotic to the 
refractor velocity. The velocities associated w ith a narrow -band filter centered on 10 
Hz (Figure 3.7) and one centered on 15 Hz (Figure 3.8) provide two m ore points for 
com parison to  the theoretical dispersion curves (Figure 3.9). The apparent velocity 
on the  10 Hz narrow -band display ranges from 3900 f t /s  to  4300 f t/s . On the  15 
Hz narrow -band display the velocities are difficult to  determ ine however, line 5 has a 
distinct trend  th a t has a velocity of about 1300 ft/s .
We can therefore conclude th a t Loves waves are not an im portan t noise con­
tam inan t in our shear wave d a ta  at the  reservoir level. Loves waves do contam inate 
the shallower events though. The results of the Love wave analysis indicate th a t the  
Love-waves will m ask the  reflection signal. The Love waves are identifiable at fre­
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FlG. 3.9. Theoretical dispersion curve for Love waves in a two layered half space 
where P2 / p \  =  2 and f t / A  =  4 (modified from Ewing, 1957). The x ’s represent the 
points taken from the data.
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and 4300 f t/s  at 10 Hz and drops to about 1300 f t/s  at 15 Hz. In some cases it may­
be desireable to  enhance the Love waves in order to determ ine shear wave statics 
(M ari, 1984) or for the characterization of Love waves as w ith a noise test. In other 
cases it m ay be desireable to  a tten u a te  th e  Love waves in order to  im prove the signal 
quality of reflection events. The choice of appropriate aquisition param eters, such as 
source and receiver arrays, will be the m ost effective way to deal w ith the  Love wave 
energy. The test da ta  provided th ree points for comparison to  a theoretical Love wave 
dispersion curve. A reasonably good fit was observed. However, th ree points are not 
really sufficient for generating the  dispersion curve. A m ore reliable dispersion curve 
will be obtained using a d a ta  set th a t has m ore appropriate acquisition param eters 
such as a smaller group interval (around 40 ft) and a larger spread length (>  2500 
ft). Furtherm ore, a source bandw idth  th a t included lower frequencies would allow for 
a m ore accurate determ ination of the V 2  value in the  absence of a good SH refraction 
event.
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C hapter 4 
SH E A R  W AVE PO L A R IZ A T IO N
4.1 D iscussion  o f rotation m eth od  and S-w ave birefringence
The prim ary goal in this chapter is to  determ ine azim uthal variations in the 
two shear wave polarizations. The presence of azim uthal anisotropy in a rock will 
cause a propagating shear wave to split in to  two shear wave polarizations, one in the 
fast velocity direction and one in the  slow velocity direction (C ram pin, 1985). It is 
because the velocities of these two directions of propagation are different th a t the 
arrival tim es of the two shear waves will be different (Figure 4.1).
A zim uthal variations in shear wave polarizations can be resolved by observing a 
fan of pure shear waves. The polarization angles of the two orthogonal shear waves, 
observed a t the surface, are determ ined as the  wave passes through the  shallowest 
anisotropic layer. This layer usually includes the weathering layer, which typically 
has a high degree of seismic anisotropy as observed in the  difference in arrival tim es 
of the fast and slow shear waves. The near surface zone in the  South Casper Creek 
field (to  a depth of 850 ft) has an estim ated  velocity anisotropy of 5 to  6 percent 
th a t accounts for m ore th an  half the shear wave splitting to  reservoir level (K ram er, 
1991). In South Casper Creek, the  biggest cause of S-wave birefringence in the  near 
surface is horizontal fracturing due to  unloading (Vieytes, 1992).
U nderstanding the  n atu re  of the near surface zone is of fundam ental im portance 
when processing and in terpreting  data. W aters (1978) sum m arizes the com plexity 
and heterogeneity of this zone as follows:
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Shear Wave Polarization and Splitting
Source Oriented E-W
Cracks Oriented N4S °W
S2 Oriented N45 E
Delta T
SI OrientedN45°W
FlG. 4.1. Shear wave splitting generated by a single horizontally polarized source. 
The source is polarized in the  E-W  direction and the fractures are oriented at N45°W 
(after M artin  and Davis, 1987).
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As far as exploration seismology is concerned, the m ost im portan t low- 
velocity layer is the weathered layer, which m ay include recently deposited 
alluvium  ranging in com position from  glacial till to well sorted fluvial 
deposits or m ay be due to the  alteration  of previously com petent rock by 
the action of rain or other agents which leach out soluble compounds and 
cause partia l disintegration of the consolidated rock.
The quality of shear wave d a ta  can vary trem endously from one location to 
another. The conditions a t South Casper Creek are such th a t the conventionally 
processed shear wave d a ta  are practically  uninterpretable. O thers have encountered 
sim ilar apparent d a ta  quality problems. In particu lar, dynam ic m is-ties resulting 
from S-wave birefringence have caused m uch concern (Lynn, 1986). In an effort to 
correct for this m is-tie problem , Alford (1986) developed a ro ta tion  transform ation 
th a t com pensates for S-wave polarization and splitting. The use of m ulticom ponent- 
m ultisource shear acquisition procedures facilitates the  use of this four-com ponent 
ro ta tion  technique (Alford, 1986). The realization th a t shear wave splitting  is a 
common occurence helps explain some of the  erratic  and unpredictable phenom enon 
associated w ith shear wave da ta  (Alford, 1986).
In addition to correcting for source and receiver orientations, ro ta tion  techniques 
are useful as a tool for understanding the  anisotropy associated w ith a  certain  area. 
The geom etry of the test d a ta  provide a m eans of determ ining the effects of source- 
receiver azim uth on shear wave polarization directions. The m ethod (Alford, 1986) 
involves applying a four com ponent ro ta tion  on the d a ta  m atrix  which is composed 
of two source com ponents and two receiver com ponents. The ro ta tion  is perform ed 
for a series of azim uths until an azim uth is found th a t m aximizes energy on the m ain 
diagonal while m inim izing the energy on the  off diagonal. The ro ta tion  m atrix  is
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/ - / I -X
X -I x - x
1-1 I -X
X -I x - x




cos a  sin a. 
-  sin a  cos a
(4.1)
M ultiplication of a m atrix  of column vectors {e.g. four-com ponent d a ta  m atrix ) 
by the m atrix  R  and its transpose ro ta tes the  vectors through a counterclockwise 
angle ex. The angle of ro tation  th a t m axim izes the energy on the  m ain diagonals 
corresponds to  the preferred direction for the  anisotropic subsurface. Figure 4.2 
schem atically illustrates a successful four-com ponent rotation. For a m ore com plete 
trea tm en t of the  theory and techniques discussed here refer to: C ram pin (1981; 1985), 
Alford (1986), Gurch (1989), K ram er (1991) and Shuck (1991). In general, source 
and receiver orientations th a t correspond to the principal direction of polarization 
can not be determ ined in advance. It is therefore clear th a t the ro ta tion  procedure is 
especially crucial for 3-D work.
Analysis of anisotropy induced shear wave polarization as observed w ith surface
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seismic is m uch m ore com plicated than  a t the subsurface, as w ith V SP’s. C ertain 
phase and am plitude changes as well as m ode conversions severely disturb the wave­
form of the  incident wave at incident angles th a t are outside the  shear wave window. 
Even w ithin the  shear wave window, shear waves m ay be com plicated by low velocity
layers or local irregularities of topography or interface (C ram pin, 1985).
4.2 D eterm in ation  o f shear wave polarization directions for a fan of az­
im uths in th e  South C asper C reek Field
T w o- and four-trace  d a ta  ro ta tion  program s were w ritten  and incorporated into 
the  ProM AX software package by Ted Shuck. The tw o-trace ro ta tion  program  will 
do a 2-component ro ta tion  of inpu t d a ta  by a constant ro ta tion  angle, or ro ta te  the 
d a ta  to the  best least squares fit angle in a user specified gate of d a ta  (Shuck, 1992). 
To determ ine the  angle of ro ta tion , the program  first com putes a sum m ation of the  




a am plitude of trace “a ” at sam ple i
b =  am plitude of trace “b ” at sam ple i
c first sam ple in the specified tim e gate
d  =  last sam ple in the specified tim e gate and
i the sam ple index.
A least-squares estim ate  of the am plitude ra tio  a /6  is then  determ ined and the  angle 
from vertical for th a t line is found using arc tan (6 /a)(F igu re  4.3). The ou tpu t angle
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a
FlG. 4.3. R otation angle m odel for two trace ro ta tion
is restricted  to  ±90 degrees from vertical. A quality factor is ou tpu t th a t essentially 
tells how well the least squares estim ate  worked. If bi is the  direction after ro tation  
then
£ a i 2
=  (4-3)
The value of Q  ranges from zero to  one where one indicates the  best ro tation. If all 
the  energy was transfered to  bi in-the ro ta tion  then Y l a i 2 goes to zero and Q  goes to 
one.
The four-com ponent ro tation  program  will do a 4-com ponent ro ta tion  of input 
d a ta  by a constant ro tational angle, or ro ta te  the d a ta  to the best fit angle in a 
user specified gate of data , based on th e  energy ratio  between principle and cross 
com ponent d a ta  (Shuck, 1992). The program  will perform  an “Alford ro ta tion” every 
five degrees from  zero through 180 degrees. The best angle will have the highest 
energy ratio  between the principal and cross components. A sim ilar quality  factor, 
as w ith the tw o-trace rotation, is also given for the four com ponent ro tation.
The selection and consistent identification of reflection events th a t are to be 
used in the  ro ta tion  analysis are crucial. The apparently  poor quality of the shear
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wave reflection d a ta  makes choosing a reflection event difficult. Love wave energy 
will contam inate the crossline com ponents while the effects of horizontal fracturing 
in the near-surface will reduce the signal to noise ratio  on the  inline com ponents 
(Vieytes, 1992). The ro ta tion  program s require th a t a velocity, zero offset tim e and 
d a ta  gate length be supplied for th e  reflection event th a t the ro ta tion  program  uses. 
The two— and four-trace rotations were perform ed w ith respect to  the Sundance 
reflection. The Sundance reflection event was used since it was the  strongest and 
m ost consistent event on the  data . On lines 4, 5 and 6, the Tensleep reflection 
event could be identified. The four-com ponent ro tation  was also perform ed using the 
Tensleep, so th a t the  interference due to  Love waves could be minimized.
Since two orthogonal source orientations were acquired for each line, the two 
trace ro ta tion  was run  twice for each line, once for the  crossline sources and once for 
the  inline sources. The four com ponent d a ta  ro tation was calculated once for each 
line using the reflection from the top of the  Sundance and again using the  reflection 
from the top of the Tensleep form ation. This redundancy allowed for the natural 
polarization direction to  be calculated a t least four tim es for each receiver and hence 
each line. The individual results for each geophone were then  averaged for each line.
The raw d a ta  were first sorted into orthogonal source and receiver orientations 
and then  stacked as discussed in C hapter 3. For each line, different values for velocity, 
s ta rt tim e and gate length were determ ined as shown in Table 4.1. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 
show the  ro ta tion  angles th a t were determ ined from the  tw o-trace ro ta tion  for each 
trace. Figure 4.4 shows the results of the  tw o-trace ro ta tion  from the  crossline sources 
and Figure 4.5 are the  results of the tw o-trace ro tation  from the  inline sources. The 
tw o-trace ro ta tion  detects two polarization directions, one th a t is in agreem ent w ith 
the  four com ponent ro ta tion  results and one th a t is approxim ately 90° different. This
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P a r a m e te r s  U se d  In  R o ta t io n  A n a ly s is
Line Num ber
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Velocity 4295 4188 3765 3815 3930 3850 4395 4123
S tart Tim e 600 590 490 500 500 570 600 630
G ate Length 50 50 60 55 40 50 50 50
Table 4.1. Velocities, s ta rt tim es and gate lengths used in ro ta tion  analysis.
is because the tw o-trace ro ta tion  does not differentiate between the fast and the slow 
velocity directions. The four-trace  ro ta tion  results were therefore used to constrain 
the ro ta tion  angles to the directions indicated  in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows 
the  ro tation  angles th a t were determ ined from the four-trace  ro ta tion  program  for 
each trace. Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 are the four com ponents before and after the 
4-com ponent ro tation  respectively. It is apparent from Figure 4.8 th a t energy above 
and below the gate gets shifted unpredictably. W hat little  reflection energy there is, 
is m axim ized on the  m ain diagonal and m inim ized on the  off diagonal. In order to 
b e tte r visualize the  results from the  four-com ponent ro tation , the d a ta  were displayed 
from 500 to 1000 ms and the gates w ithin  which the  rotations were perform ed are 
superim posed on the displays (Figures 4.9 through 4.12). Lines 3 through 8 show the 
best results. There is noticeably less energy on the  off diagonals th an  on the m ain 
diagonals after the rotation.
The weighted average angles from th e  three ro tation  procedures are given in
Table 4.2. The weighted average is 
10





FlG. 4.4. G raphical representation of the  tw o-trace ro ta tion  results using the Sun­
dance reflection event and the crossline sources. The direction of each pointed line 
indicates the partic le m otion polarization direction for each geophone while the length 





FlG. 4.5. G raphical representation of th e  tw o-trace ro ta tion  results using the  Sun­
dance reflection event and the inline sources. The direction of each pointed line indi­
cates the particle m otion polarization direction for each geophone while the  length of 




FlG. 4.6. G raphical representation of the  four-trace  ro ta tion  results using the Sun­
dance reflection event. The direction of each pointed line indicates the particle m otion 
polarization direction for each geophone while the length of the line corresponds to 
the quality factor. The line lengths are scaled by a factor of two as com pared to 




































































































































































































































FlG. 4.9. Comparison of the X -X  com ponents (m ain diagonal) before and after the 
four-com ponent rotation. The n o n -ro ta ted  com ponents are shown in (a) and the 







FlG. 4.10. Com parison of the X -Y  com ponents (off diagonal) before and after the 
four-com ponent ro tation. The n o n -ro ta ted  com ponents are shown in (a) and the 







FlG. 4.11. Comparison of the  Y -X  com ponents (off diagonal) before and after the 
four-com ponent rotation. The n o n -ro ta ted  com ponents are shown in (a) and the  





FlG. 4.12. Com parison of the  Y -Y  com ponents (m ain diagonal) before and after the 
four-com ponent rotation. The n o n -ro ta ted  com ponents are shown in (a) and the 
ro ta ted  com ponents are shown in (b). N ote the  higher am plitudes w ithin the  gates 
after ro tation.
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W e ig h te d  A v e ra g e  A n g les  F o r E a c h  L in e
Line N um ber
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Two Trace R otation (A f) 71 54 18 353 330 316 296 286
Two Trace R otation ( X 2 ) 9 343 318 272 274 85 51 27
Two Trace R otation ( if ) 74 40 11 4 NA 302 284 280
Two Trace R otation (1 2 ) 10 340 324 286 NA 65 42 24
Four Com ponent R otation 85 70 41 25 324 337 301 288
Table 4.2. W eighted average angles for each line from the  th ree ro ta tion  procedures 
based on the Sundance reflection event. These angles are all clockwise from north.
where W A  is the weighted average angle, A i  is the angle at trace z, Qi  is the  quality 
at trace z and z is the index of sum m ation from  one to  ten. The angles listed represent 
the preferred polarization direction from north  going in a clockwise direction (0 to 
360 degrees).
Figure 4.13 shows the  weighted average polarization angles th a t were determ ined 
from  the  tw o- and four-com ponent ro tations using the  Sundance reflection (solid 
arrows). The average polarization angles th a t were determ ined using the Tensleep 
reflection (dashed arrows) are also shown. Also shown on this figure are the Tensleep 
structu ra l contours, the VSP location, the outline of the 3-D , 3-C  survey and the 
test location. Using the Sundance results, the  preferred direction is not consistent 
from line to  line, but instead tends to  be related  to the source-receiver azim uth.
The deeper Tensleep reflection event is out of the Love wave contam ination zone 
and other surface noise. Figure 4.14 shows the results from the ro ta tion  analysis on 
the  Tensleep for all lines. Lines 4 through 8 indicate a n o rth -so u th  trend , while lines 







T E N SL E E P  STR U C T U R A L
CO NTO U R S  
(D A TU M  =  SE A  L E V E L )
F ig . 4.13. Average polarization directions as determ ined from the tw o- and four- 
com ponent rotations using the  Sundance (solid arrows). Average polarization angles 
using the Tensleep and the  four-com ponent ro ta tion  are included (dashed arrows). 
Also shown are the Tensleep s truc tu ra l contours, the  outline of th e  3-D survey (rect­
angle), the VSP location and the  test source (*) and receiver locations (dark black 





FlG. 4.14. G raphical representation of the four-trace ro ta tion  results using the 
Tensleep reflection event. The direction of each pointed line indicates the  particle 
m otion polarization direction for each geophone while the length of the line cor­
responds to  the  quality factor. The line lengths are scaled by a factor of two as 
com pared to  Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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C ram pin (1992) has m odeled num erous system s of crack-induced anisotropy with 
a range of crack densities. The results from  these analyses agree w ith C ram pin’s re­
sults for an orthorhom bic m edium  w ith two crack directions. Figure 4.15 is a lower 
hem isphere projection of the first-arrival polarization-direction in a m edium  w ith 
orthorhom bic sym m etry (from K ram er, 1991 modified from Cram pin, 1985). Reflec­
tions from the  top of the Sundance form ation are expected to  be outside the shear 
wave window. The polarization angles determ ined using the Sundance reflection are 
therefore in agreem ent w ith the m odeled results. Furtherm ore, assum ing reflections 
from the Tensleep are w ithin the  shear wave window, then the variation of polariza­
tion angles as observed w ith the  Tensleep are also in agreem ent w ith the  modeled 




FlG. 4.15. Lower hem isphere projection of particle m otion for the  first arrival shear 
waves (hachures) travelling through an orthorhom bic m edium . Arrows indicate the 
polarization direction estim ated  from the far-offset VSP data. The circle represents 
the  shear wave window (from K ram er, 1991).
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C hapter 5 
F U T U R E  W O R K
M ari (1984) discusses a technique th a t appears useful for determ ining static 
corrections for shear wave data. This technique could be of im portance should it prove 
robust enough to  work in the  South Casper Creek field. D eterm ining sta tic  corrections 
on the  3—D, 3-C  d a ta  was com plicated due to  the  effects of S—wave birefringence 
(Davis, 1992). The values of V\  and  V2 obtained using the  m ethod discussed in 
section 3.2 can be used to  determ ine s ta tic  corrections. The s ta tic  correction C  can 
be calculated using the  following equation:
C  =  - H / V 1 - ( Z - H ) / V 2, (5.1)
where
H  =  thickness of the w eathering layer
Vi  =  wave velocity in the w eathering layer
V2 =  wave velocity in the subsurface
Z  =  vertical distance from th e  surface to the datum .
SH-profiles and the velocity dispersion properties of Love waves are used to  esti­
m ate  the  thickness H  and S-wave velocity variations, V\  through V2 , in the  weathering 
layer. S tatic corrections are then  com puted using equation 5.1 (M ari, 1984)
Research into the  use of polarization filters as a m ethod of rem oving unw anted 
Love wave energy m ay be of value for m ulticom ponent acquisition and processing.
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The acquisition param eters for th is test survey cam e up short w ith respect to 
near offsets. To be able to  tru ly  observe the effects of azim uth on shear wave polar­
ization directions, it is necessary to  have th e  full range of offsets. Through analysis 
of the  full range, it would be possible to  m ore confidently determ ine the system  of 
anisotropy present in the South Casper Creek field. This type of noise test provides 
m ore inform ation than  conventional 2-D  noise tests. It is therefore suggested th a t 
sim ilar noise tests be perform ed prior to  fu ture 3-D , 3-C  acquisition.
There is a distinct possibility th a t P to  S conversions make up a large percentage 
of the  rem aining residuals left in the  off diagonals after four-com ponent rotation. 
Further work w ith this idea could lead to  partia l quantification of converted wave 
content for a specific area.
Reprocessing of the  3-D pure shear wave d a ta  would be assisted by the results 
obtained in this study and the  FMS analysis. Fracture orientations, as determ ined 
from the  FMS work, could d ictate  the  ro ta tion  angles and a stack using near offsets 
would possibly produce a m ore in terpretab le  shear wave section. It is also possible 
th a t the presence of two fracture directions throughout the  field will m ean th a t the 
standard  ro tation  procedures m ay have to  be modified. T ha t is, ro ta ting  the shear 
d a ta  into one direction throughout the  field may be inappropriate.
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C hapter 6 
C O N C L U SIO N S
Through the  analysis of a m ulticom ponent seismic test spread in the South 
Casper Creek field, the  following conclusions have been made.
The Rayleigh waves observed at South Casper Creek will not be present on the 
vibroseis data. This is because the  low end frequency of the vibroseis sweep is higher 
th an  the frequencies at which th e  Rayleigh waves propagate. In the South Casper 
Creek Field, the  Rayleigh waves are dispersive and involve as m any as four distinct 
phase-velocities th a t are isolated w ithin a 4-8 Hz bandw idth. Phase-velocities of 
3900 f t/s  to 2200 f t/s  respectively lead to Rayleigh wave wavelengths of 975 ft to  
275 ft. On the  dynam ite records, the  Rayleigh waves have dom inating am plitudes, 
w ith respect to  reflection events, th a t decrease w ith offset. Using Rayleigh-wave 
dispersion-curve analysis, a w eathering layer for the test area has been estim ated to 
be approxim ately 100 ft in depth.
The Love waves observed a t South Casper Creek will not contam inate deeper 
reflection events, such as those from th e  top of the  Tensleep form ation. Dispersive 
Love wave energy dom inates a zone which ranges from 250 ms at near offsets to  400 ms 
at far offsets on the crossline—crossline records. Love wave energy is m ore prom inent 
on the crossline com ponents th an  on the  inline components. The a ttenuation  of SV - 
reflection signal due to  horizontal fracturing  (Vieytes, 1991) is m ore apparent than  
the  reduction of the  signal to  noise ra tio  due to  Love waves. Consequently, deeper 
reflection events, such as those from  the  top  of the  Tensleep form ation, are more 
coherent and continuous on the  crossline-crossline records th an  on the inline-inline
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records. The results from m odeling show th a t the am plitude of the  Love waves is 
much greater than  the reflection or refraction am plitudes. Love waves are dispersive 
and the frequency phase-velocity pairs can be used to  generate Love wave dispersion 
curves.
Tw o- and four-com ponent ro tations based on the  Sundance reflection event in­
dicate th a t, for offsets >  1600 ft, the  partic le m otion polarization angle has a direct 
relationship to  the source—receiver azim uth. The fo u r-trace  ro ta tion  results constrain 
the  preferred direction to  a range of 28—55 degrees counterclockwise when viewed 
from receiver to  source for each line. On three of the  receiver lines, it was pos­
sible to  identify the  top of the Tensleep reflection event. The fo u r-trace  ro ta tion  
results using the  Tensleep suggest a no rth—south trend  for lines 4 through 8 and a 
northeast-southw est trend  for lines 1 through 3. These results agree w ith C ram pin’s 
(1985) modeling results for an orthorhom bic m edium . Two fracture directions m ay 
also explain the  varying polarization directions th a t were observed using the Tensleep 
ro ta tion  results.
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A p p en d ix  A 
LOVE W AVE P R O PA G A T IO N  IN  A N  ELA STIC  LA Y ER  O V ER  A  
H A L F SPACE
In this appendix we consider the  simple case of plane Love waves in a single
homogeneous layer overlying a homogeneous half-space (Figure A .l) . The origin (z =
0) is defined a t the  boundary between the  weathering layer and the  subweathering
layer. The positive z-d irection  is defined downward and the  w eathering thickness
is H. The positive x-axis is the  direction of propagation of the waves. The particle
m otion is in the  y -d irection  and hence transverse to the  direction of propagation.
There is no vertical m otion and the  equation of m otion is then
d 2u  d  (  d u \  d  (  d u \  , ,
where
u  =  transverse displacem ent com ponent, 
p =  density and
p  =  Lam e’s elastic constant— rigidity  modulus.
The boundary conditions to  be satisfied a t the interface z =  0 are continuity of 
the transverse shear stress T ( x , z , t )  and continuity of the transverse com ponent of 
the displacem ent u ( x ,  z , t ) .  The boundary condition to  be satisfied at the  free surface 
z =  — H  is th a t the  shear stress vanishes.
The plane wave solution of equation A .l is chosen in the form,
u (x ,z ,£ )  =  q ( z )  exp{ j (u>t  — fcx)}, (A .2)
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-H
P /.P / ," / Weathering layer (I)
V-2 • P 2» “ 2 Subweathering layer (2)
T Z
F ig . A .l. Simple 2 layer m odel for Love waves. The weathering layer (1) is homoge­
neous and the  subweathering (2) is a homogeneous half space. The weathering layer 
acts as a wave guide for Love waves.
where k  is the  wavenumber, uj is th e  angular frequency and q ( z )  is the  am plitude 
term .
Substitu ting A .l into A .2 gives






q ( z )  =  u d exp ( K z )  +  u u exp ( —K z ) , (A.5)
where AT, u d and u u are constants. Here u d refers to  a downgoing wave and u u refers 
to  an upgoing wave.
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The shear stress is defined as,
T ( x , z , t )  =
=  f i K [ u d e x p ( K z )  — u u ex p (—K z ) ]  exp{ j (u>t  — k x ) } .
The displacem ents of the  two m edia are given by the  equations 
u i ( x , z , t )  =  [udi e x v { j K \ z )  +  u u i e x p ( —j K i z ) \  exp {j(u>t — k x ) }
and
U2 ( x ,  z y t )  =  u d2 exp(—K 2 Z)  exp{ j ( u j t  — k x ) }
w ith
Ki = k^vyv,2) - 1,
and
K 2 =  k y / - ( V 2/ V 22) +  1,
where
V\ —\ J  P i /  p i  =  S H —wave velocity in the w eathering layer, 
V2  = \ f p 2 J p 2  =  S H —wave velocity in the  subw eathering la]
and
V  =  u>/k =  2 i r f / k  =  Love wave phase velocity 






In order th a t the energy of these plane waves be confined to  the  w eathering layer, it 
is required th a t V  be less th an  V2 .
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The boundary conditions at the  interface z  =  0 are satisfied by the  following 
equations:
j H \ K \ ( u d\ — u ui)  =  —fi2 Wd2 ^ 2 , 2-c.? continuity  of shear stress. (A.ll)
and
u d 2 =  u di -j- wui, i-e., continuity of displacem ent, (A.12)
At the  free surface z  — —H ,  the  shear stress equals zero. Setting A .7 to  zero
gives
(A.13)
Equations A .l l ,  A.12 and A.13 can be w ritten  as the following sytem  of linear 
equations:
1 - 1 - 1 u'2
0 exp - e x p  ( j K x H ) u i
P 2 K 2 J P i K i - j f i x K i
=  0 , (A .14)
which has non-zero solutions if
- j l i \ K \ [ - e x p ( - j K i H )  +  ex p (jA 'itf)]  =  
f i2K 2[ e xp( j  K x H )  +  exp( —j  K \  H  )].
Equations A .9, A .10 and A .15 lead to 





A =  2tv/ ( \ J v 2/ V j 2 — 1 ) / V ,
b  = (vyvoW i -  v 2/ v S ) i { J - i  + v 2/vx2)i
p — p 1/ p 2 =  density ra tio  and
n  =  m ode num ber.
Equation A. 16 shows th a t the  phase velocity V  changes w ith frequency F .  T hat 
is, if Vi, V2 , p, H  and n  are known for a given model, one can solve for V  given F  and 
vice versa. This dispersive characteristic is typical for guided waves in the weathering 
layer. Furtherm ore, if the shear wave velocity increases w ith depth , V  decreases w ith 
increasing F .  For the lowest frequencies, equation A .16 shows th a t V  approaches 
V2 , the  shear wave velocity in the  sub w eathering. For the highest frequencies, V  
approaches Vi, the  shear velocity in the  w eathering layer (M ari, 1984).
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A p p en d ix  B  
T A B U L A R  RESU LTS OF PO L A R IZ A T IO N  A N A LY SIS
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